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The women of the Muslim Student Association 
kicked off Muslim Awareness week Monday 
night in the Russell House Ballroom with guest 
Afroze Habib, principal of the Weekend Islamic 
School at the Islamic Center of Columbia and a 
former chemistry professor at USC, speaking on 
“Women in Islam.” 
Habib, who earned her doctorate in chemistry 
at USC, said she wanted to clarify misconceptions 
that women in Islam are oppressed or considered 
subordinate to men. She pointed out several 
passages in the Quran and recounted stories of 
Muhammad that specifi cally outlined women’s 
rights to her own property, ability to divorce, 
reverence to mothers and wives and equality 
to men in the eyes of God. She said the Quran 
assigns equal moral responsibilities to men and 
women.
“People attack that women are secondary to 
men; you see this even is Islamic countries,” 
Habib said. “This is not true in Islam but in 
human history. Islam protested it, saying that 
women cannot be claimed by men. In Allah’s 
eyes, men and women are equal, but not identical; 
they were created from a single soul to live in a 
complementary partnership.”
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Though the devastat ion of the 
Japanese earthquake and tsunami 
tragedy occurred more than  9,000 
miles away , the effects can still be felt 
by USC international and study abroad 
students who have had to ensure the 
safety of their loved ones or themselves.
Third-year media arts student Kae 
Benton moved to the states from Tokyo 
when she was 6 years old, leaving 
behind her grandparents. Benton said 
she learned through video chat that 
her grandparents’ house proved safe 
and was unaffected by the earthquake 
and tsunami.
“I’m glad my grandparents were 
safe, but my friend’s apartment got 
some damage from the earthquake, 
and she had some cracks in her wall 
because it was so old and her family 
had to evacuate,” Benton said. “I’m 
hoping to go see my grandparents this 
summer if everything works out.”
The earthquake is the largest to ever 
hit Japan, which “says a lot because 
they have so many,” according to USC 
geography professor Susan Cutter. 
 It was measured at a 8.9 magnitude, 
and its death toll could reach tens 
of thousands, according to Japanese 
offi cials quoted in national news media.
Even though Japan has some of the 
best building codes, it doesn’t matter 
when it is such a large magnitude, 
Cutter said.
Cutter, who is also the director of 
USC’s Hazards and Vulnerability 
Re sea rch  I n s t i t u t e ,   i s  k now n 
internat iona l ly  for  her st ud ies 
conducted to evaluate the United 
States’ chances of natural disasters 
and has worked with international 
emergency preparedness teams. 
She refers to the Japanese event as a 
“cascading disaster.”
“First there was the earthquake, 
then the tsunami, which was traveling 
at 500 mph, and now potent ia l 
radioactive damage all while Japan 
must provide food, water and shelter 
to its 100 million residents,” Cutter 
said. “It’s going to take years, maybe a 
decade or more, for recovery.”
Cutter also said that, unlike a 
hurricane, it is impossible to predict an 
earthquake, and Japanese forecasters 
were much better at predicting the 
tsunami.
“There was a specif ic tsunami 
warning to all countries with a Pacifi c 
coastline, and they were very good at 
timing when it was going to hit Hawaii 
and then California,” Cutter said.
Other researchers, such as Simon 
USC creates ‘Alert FM’ for $15,000
USC i s  set  to  spend about 
$15,000 to update its emergency 
a ler t  s y s tem w it h  new wa l l-
mounted technology.
The university has installed 22 
wall-mounted radio FM boxes 
around campus for emergency 
alert notifi cations. Those cost $300 
each. An additional 20 receivers are 
expected to be added, said Vinny 
Bocch i no,  USC’s  emergenc y 
management coordinator. 
The university also will provide 
50 desktop units to USC’s vice 
pres ident s ,  deans and h igher 
administrators. Those will cost 
$45 each. 
The updates were paid for with 
federal stimulus funds, said Stacy 
Bradley, associate vice president for 
student affairs.
“This is  a great way to use 
one-time funds for student safety 
enhancements,” Bradley said.
Alert FM is a station identifier 
that uses radio signals broadcast by 
WUSC, the university’s student-
run radio station, to deliver text 
messages to receivers located in 
high-traff ic areas across USC’s 
campus.
Messages  sent  t h rough t he 
Alert FM devices will be the same 
ones students receive to their cell 
phones. Alert FM will only be used 
in “life-threatening situations,” 
according to Bocchino.
“This type of communication 
device would only be used if we 
need the community to act, to 
change its behavior in some form 
or the other,” Bocchino said. “For 
Parker Jeannette / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Inexpensive desktop units like this receive text messages.
USC alumna uses Quran 
to argue religion not sexist
System sends alerts through radio 
in case of campus emergency
Cassie Stanton and Josh Dawsey
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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The Associated Press Photo
One of the most powerful earthquakes in recorded history began off Japan’s coast, causing damage on its own along with a catastrophic tsunami that destroyed whole villages.
Miho Ikeya / The Associated Press
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example, if your life [were] in danger and we need 
you to seek shelter, stop what you’re doing and 
evacuate. This is only if something serious were to 
occur; it would not be just for notifi cation.”
Alert FM was suggested by Scott Lindenberg , 
director of Student Media, to the Emergency 
Communications committee. Initially another 
option was considered that required installing a 
new system, but Lindenberg said Alert FM was 
more effi cient and affordable.
The device does not require a power supply 
and has a battery that lasts five years, so power 
or Internet outages will not affect the usage of 
Alert FM. Since Alert FM communicates through 
radio signals, it will rely on the technologies 
WUSC provides, but the radio station will not 
control the alert notifications, Lindenberg said.
The system is an effort by USC’s emergency 
management to use mass media in order to keep 
people safe in emergency situations.
“This is just one more tool in our toolbox because 
every single communication method is prone to 
failure,” Bocchino said. “If the cell phone lines 
get jammed, if one system goes down, this is just 
another way that we can have redundancy. It’s 
again why we picked radio signals because that is 
something that is pretty reliable and is a backup if 
cell lines and Internet lines go down.”
USC will conduct its spring test of Carolina 
Alert, the campus-wide emergency-notification 
system, at noon Thursday, March 17. Tests of the 
system will appear in all forms of communication, 
including the Carolina Alert Web page, social 
media, sirens, text messages, university e-mail, 
radio and TV message crawl.
The message on social media, text messaging, 
TV message crawl and RSS subscribers will be the 
following:
“This is a TEST of the Carolina Alert system. 
In an emergency, check ht tp://w w w.sc.edu/
CarolinaAlert. This is only a TEST.”
 
ALERT FM ● Continued from 1
Habib also elaborated on 
Islam’s differing views on the 
story of the fall of mankind, 
saying that unlike Christian 
denominations, Muslims do not 
hold Eve responsible for the fall 
of mankind, nor was pregnancy 
or childbirth a punishment upon 
women.
T he  s i s t e r s - on l y  e ve nt 
attracted little attention from 
the USC community — only 
eight women (a l l  Musl im) 
attended. MSA members are 
confi dent that this week’s later 
events, such as Thursday’s Islam 
101 discussion, will draw more 
students.
“ I  t h i n k  p e o p l e  w h o 
aren’t Muslim sometimes get 
intimidated, and it’s harder to get 
women to come out and discuss,” 
event coordinator for MSA and 
first-year marketing student 
Huda Shami said. “Also, it was 
the Monday after spring break, 
and a lot of people were studying 
for exams. There’s an interest 
in the community, though, and 
this is the fi rst time we’ve done 
this event, so hopefully we’ll be 
able to learn from this week and 
build on that.” 
MSA will host three more 
discussions this week: “Islam 
in Context” tonight at 7 p.m. 
in the Russell House Ballroom, 
“Islamic Achievements” with 
guest speaker Professor Waleed 
El-A nsar y  Wednesday and 
“Islam 101” Thursday in room 
114 of the Health Sciences 
Building. 
Comments on this story? 
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news
Comments on this story? 
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news
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Only eight women attended the series’ fi rst event. 
Graham suggests solution to SC harbor conundrum
 CHARLESTON —  A bill to keep the federal 
government running and an independent commission 
to review port deepening projects could clear a 
channel to deepen Charleston Harbor, U.S. Sen. 
Lindsey Graham said Monday.
“If we do not come up with a game plan to deepen 
this harbor, the economic engine of this state, The 
Port of Charleston, is going to die,” the Republican 
lawmaker told reporters after meeting with port 
offi cials and Jo-Ellen Darcy, the Assistant Secretary 
of the Army for Civil Works.
Money for a feasibility study of deepening the 
harbor serving the fourth-largest container port 
on the East Coast has been caught in opposition to 
federal budget earmarks where lawmakers attach pet 
projects to federal spending bills.
Ports offi cials say the harbor needs to be deepened 
to 50 feet to handle larger ships that will call regularly 
once the Panama Canal is widened in three years.
The five-year Charleston study is expected to 
cost $20 million — the first year’s work costing 
about $800,000, about half coming from the federal 
government. There has been no congressional 
author izat ion for the study, and the Obama 
administration has included no money for the project 
in next year’s budget.
Graham said there are plans to put language in 
the continuing budget resolution for the current 
year authorizing the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
to spend some of its own money so the study is not 
delayed further.
It will not mention Charleston specifically or 
include a dollar amount but Graham says corps 
offi cials told him they could put in between $50,000 
and $100,000.
“The state is ready to write the check for the rest 
tomorrow. We just need to get the corps authorization 
to spend the money,” he said, adding he will oppose 
any continuing budget without the provision.
But $5 million is needed for the second year of the 
study.
Graham suggests that an independent commission, 
like the commission that proposes military base 
closings, consider what work must be done at the 10 or 
so ports affected by the widening of the canal.
The commission would recommend to Congress 
which harbors should be deepened, and a federal 
budget line for harbor deepening created.
“Is that an earmark?” Graham asked. “I don’t know 
what you call it. To me it makes sense. It’s common 
sense. You’ve got a national need and we need to, as a 
nation, make sure we have the infrastructure in place 
to accommodate the expansion of the Panama Canal.”
The state’s other U.S. senator, Republican Jim 
DeMint, has proposed an independent Water 
Resources Commission that would serve a similar 
purpose of reviewing corps’ projects, said DeMint’s 
spokesman Wesley Denton.
— Compiled by The Associated Press
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Hudson, endowed chair for the Center 
for Economic Excellence in Tourism 
and Economic Development in t he 
School of Hotel, Restaurant and Tourism 
Management,  disagree that recovery will 
take several years and said that Japan is not 
as badly damaged as the media is portraying.
In researching Thailand’s 2004 tsunami , 
Hudson said he discovered that only 75 
percent of the hotels closed down  and people 
stopped traveling because of the images they 
saw in the news.
“Now, that’s not to say that there weren’t 
signifi cant damages,” Hudson said. “Places 
like Japan have important recovery strategies 
planned, and unlike Thailand, which lies so 
heavily on tourism, Japan is much more 
focused on internal improvement like their 
economy. I don’t see [recovery] taking too 
long.”
Hudson suggests that people st i l l 
planning to visit Japan check the U.S. 
travel advisory to make sure the conditions 
overseas are safe. 
TSUNAMI ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? 
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news
Yasushi Kanno / The Associated Press
Homes burned in the wake of the disaster. 
Now Japan’s nuclear plants are in danger.
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CORRECTIONS
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us 
know about it. E-mail gamecockopinions@sc.edu and we will print 
the correction in our next issue.
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion 
in the University of South Carol ina 
community. All published authors are 
expected to provide logical arguments to 
back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers three 
methods of expression: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
co lumns. Columnists shou ld keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and 
position. Guest columns are limited to 
three per author per semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length and 
clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of The Daily Gamecock and must conform 
to the legal standards of USC Student 
Media.
IT’S YOUR RIGHT About The Daily Gamecock
The Daily Gamecock is the 
editorially independent student 
newspaper of the University of 
South Carolina. It is published 
daily during the fall and spring 
semesters and nine times during 
the summer with the exception 
of university holidays and exam 
periods. Opinions expressed in 
The Daily Gamecock are those 
of the editors or author and not 
those of the University of South 
Carolina. 
Th e Board of Student 
Publications and 
Communications is the publisher 
of The Daily Gamecock. Th e 
Department of Student Media 
is the newspaper’s parent 
organization. The Daily 
Gamecock is supported in part 
by student-activity fees. One 
free copy per reader. Additional 
copies may be purchased for $1 
each from the Department of 
Student Media.
CONTACT INFORMATION
Offi ces located on the third fl oor 
of the Russell House
Editor: gamecockeditor@sc.edu
News:   gamecocknews@sc.edu
Viewpoints: gamecockopinions@sc.edu
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RUSHUNDA WARE, MELISSA HEIM
Graduate Assistant
KIOSHA GREGG
Are you Interested in working for 
The Daily Gamecock? 
E-mail us at gamecockeditor@sc.edu
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Carolina Alert system 
remains ineffective
Weather, as well as agriculture, 
health programs, remain necessary
History grim for 
nuclear world
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USC admission standards not inferior
“We believe it should 
focus on fi xing its 
existing services 
before trying to 
install new ones.”
Dangers pave 
way for new 
energy options

























The earthquake and tsunami disaster that hit 
Japan Friday had overwhelming repercussion s. 
When such a catastrophe occurs, thousands of 
people are struck with fear of losing their homes, 
their familiar lives and the ones they love — and 
for many, these fears become reality. I feel as 
though I’m beating a dead horse by reiterating 
the horrors of natural disasters, as I would assume 
most would be sympathetic, but I am grieved to 
discover that apparently not everyone cares as 
much about protecting human life as others.
I say this because of the proposed spending 
budget proposed by the Republican Party to 
Congress, which is now undergoing debate. 
According to the Huffi ngton Post, “Tucked into 
the House Republican continuing resolution 
are provisions cutting the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration, including the 
National Weather Service.” If passed, you can 
kiss goodbye much of what makes us feel safe 
from these violent natural debacles. After all, if 
funds for the NOAA are cut, several programs 
that would work in a response to natural disasters 
would suffer, and these are functions that help 
keep everyone safe here in America and abroad.
But as Bill Maher put it, “In [the 
Republicans’] defense ... tsunamis 
are just a theory.” 
I have for the past few weeks been 
writing about and commenting 
on the GOP budget cuts because 
the more I research, the more I 
am startled by their sheer idiocy. 
Why would funding ever be cut for 
such necessary weather programs 
that warn individuals and give 
opportunity for safety? It shows 
nothing but severe disregard for 
others and aspects of daily life we have become 
accustomed to. What’s next? Cutting funding 
for food?
In fact, according to The Hill, “The GOP 
budget cuts $358 mill ion in funding for 
agriculture programs, including $133 million 
in cuts to the National Institute of Food and 
Agriculture, and a $115 million cut to the 
Agriculture Research Service.” On top of these 
propositions, according to Fox News, “the cuts go 
after common conservative targets, including the 
Environmental Protection Agency and Amtrak, 
but also cover everything from law enforcement 
to NASA.”  And if these cuts are not enough, The 
Wall Street Journal tells us Republicans are also 
aiming to cut $16 billion from EPA, $2 billion 
from job training programs and $96 million 
from substance abuse and mental health services, 
along with several others. The cuts are enough 
to make anyone with compassion for the human 
race cringe. 
If the GOP’s grand idea is to cut taxes and 
cut spending to save us, keep in mind that the 
trademark initiatives of former Republican 
presidents, such as the Ronald Reagan and 
George W. Bush tax cuts, have all been unfunded 
defi cit-heighteners, while those signature plans of 
the Democratic party, such as “Obamacare,” have 
been deficit-reducers. I wish more Americans 
could see the fl ood of this poor budget judgment. 
In light of the recent 
disaster in Japan, it seems 
that we may have a few 
things working against us 
i n  Sout h 
Ca rol i na 
w h e n  i t 
c o m e s 
t o  t h e 
possibility 
o f  a 
n u c l e a r 
p o w e r 
plant leak. 
We h ave 
m o r e 
n u c l e a r 
power plants per capita 
than any state in the 
country,  and we have a 
record-breaking history 
of earthquakes. 
It  i s  cer t a in ly not 
time to call for an end 
to nuclear  power in 
t he  Pa l met to  St ate , 
but perhaps the recent 
events in Japan can help 
us refl ect on our energy 
portfolio options.
The earthquake that 
hit the coast of Japan last 
weekend occurred just 
80 miles from two of the 
country’s nuclear power 
plants. The tsunami that 
soon followed crashed 
i nto  b ot h  f ac i l i t ie s 
a n d  c a u s e d  s e v e r e 
destruct ion. Luck ily, 
Americans haven’t had 
to face a disaster like the 
one in Japan. 
Nuclear power plant 
technology and safety 
practices have certainly 
increased over the last 20 
years since the accident at 
Chernobyl. The causes of 
the breakdown have been 
identifi ed and corrected. 
The problem with the 
power plant failures in 
Japan, however, is that 
they occurred as a result 
of a natural disaster. We 
can certainly learn from 
and fix technical issues 
that appear as a result of 
an incident like the one at 
Chernobyl. However, it is 
much harder to predict a 
natural disaster.
Would we be able to 
handle a nuclear accident 
w it h  t he  pa n ic  a nd 
chaos that results from a 
natural disaster?
South Carolina has 
been f r iendly to the 
nuclear industry, and 
we don’t want to quickly 
cut ties with an energy 
source that produces a 
large percentage of our 
power, but perhaps this a 
chance to really begin to 
invest in safer alternatives 
like wind or solar energy.
Providing incentives 
f o r  t h o s e  t y p e s  o f 
alternative energies not 
only helps in job creation, 
but it also helps in the 
creation of a cleaner and 
more sustainable energy 
future. 
USC has this emergency alert system, but you 
probably don’t know about it. Why? Because it’s 
never fully functional.
At the beginning of each year, students are told to 
sign up for the Carolina Alert notifi cation system and 
put in their cell phone numbers on VIP so they can 
stay updated in emergencies. Many of us do exactly 
that, but throughout our college careers so far, very 
few of us have received any text notifi cations at all. 
Carolina Alert has also said it would send out e-mails 
to our school addresses in emergencies.
Last year, a huge tornado blew right through 
Columbia, and the entire city was put on tornado 
watch for a couple days. Did we get any personal 
notifi cations about it? Nope. Less than a couple of 
months ago, the whole school shut down because 
of snow and dangerously icy roads. Did we get any 
texts or e-mails about 
it? No. In fact, students 
were told to wake up at 5 
a.m. to check the school 
website to see if classes 
were canceled for the 
day or not. Thanks a lot. 
Very recently, a mugging 
occurred right outside of 
Russell House. Still no 
texts or e-mails.
And now we only have 
one question for Carolina Alert: What magnitude of 
disaster or emergency would need to occur before 
your dormant system  does what it promises to do 
and properly alerts students? A tsunami, perhaps? Or 
maybe an 8.9 magnitude earthquake?
Based on Carolina Alert’s history, we probably 
wouldn’t even be informed if those occurred.
This emergency notification system, like most 
other large schoolwide systems, costs us a lot of 
money. And now, Carolina Alert is even planning to 
expand its services to include electronic alert boxes in 
each dorm. But we believe it should focus on fi xing 
its existing services before trying to install new ones. 
Until we see e-mails and texts, quit wasting our 
money. 
In response to USC not being Harvard, 
you are correct in this obvious statement, 
but that is about where our agreement ends. 
I think the minimum requirements for in-
state students to attend USC are completely 
reasonable if not a little above par. Some 
may forget that a 3.0 is a “B” average, which 
isn’t anything to frown upon, and USC has 
stated that it admits every in-state student 
who meets its minimum requirements. Even 
after admitting all acceptable applicants, our 
in-state percentage is still low, but I don’t 
see how that is the problem of USC. It isn’t 
our fault if the in-state students who are 
applying aren’t making the cut; it’s the fault 
of the lower education system, and that is 
what the Legislature needs to focus on. 
Another well-respected school, the 
University of Kentucky, has minimum 
requirements even lower than ours. UK 
only requires a high school diploma and 
a minimum 2.0 GPA. However, UK does 
state that admitted students fall above its 
minimum requirements, and the same goes 
for USC. We admitted all in-state students 
who met our minimum requirements, but 
that does not mean they did not exceed 
our minimum requirements. If anything, 
USC is only keeping its standards where 
they should be and should continue to fi ght 
against the cap on out-of-state students 
because that is not the problem. The 
problem is the education system from 
elementary to high school. USC is a fine 
institution with highly ranked programs 
that draw students here from all over the 
world. USC should be proud that it has been 
able to take care of its own while not having 
to lower the standards of admittance. 
—Elise Tolliver, third-year psychology student 
Islamic tolerance acceptable, not naivete
I value multiculturalism immensely. I 
believe it to be one of the most important 
aspects of the Western liberal tradition, the 
tradition that gives all of us unparalleled 
rights and rule of law regardless of status. 
Though va luable,  mult icu lt ura l ism 
is imperfect. One of the problems with 
multiculturalism is its tendency to instill a 
tolerance of even the most vile intolerance. 
Of course, most would argue, we can 
legally tolerate unpleasant groups like the 
Westboro Baptist Church while morally 
condemning their hateful actions. 
The problem arises when the legal 
tolerance we should give to all groups 
exercising their fundamental rights becomes 
intermingled with our moral tolerance, 
negating the foundation of our moral 
ground in the process. Religion can be the 
mechanism for this process, since it often 
takes for granted that all religions are equal , 
at least in their propensity for peacefulness. 
This is a fallacious and dangerous error 
to make in the post-9/11 world we live in. 
While most American Muslims are good, 
peace-loving people, they are the exception 
to Islam the religion, not the rule. Only 
the most politically correct could read the 
Quran and walk away in denial about its 
violent, sexist dictums . We should not fear 
or hate Muslim people, but we must also not 
be so “open-minded” that our brains fall 
out. However politically incorrect, I espouse 
the viewpoint that Islam the religion is 
inherently violent, is antithetical to our 
Western liberal tradition and should be 
afforded great fear if one values the freedom 
that I do.
—Andrew Cederdahl, fourth-year political 
science student 
Sheen Dream needs diagnosing
 What is it?
Americana has been a part of the music 
scene since the days of Elvis Presley. 
However, it did not become a true genre 
until the 1990s when the new radio format 
burst across the airwaves. Although it 
has been said to have deep-seated roots 
in country, Americana samples several 
different genres of music like bluegrass, 
folk and rock. These elements blend 
together to create a distinct sound that 
varies as much as the artists themselves. 
The Americana sound can be drippingly 
slow and mellow, such as some of the 
tracks from Robert Plant and Alison 
K rau s s ’  Gra m my-w i n n i ng  a lbu m 
“Raising Sand.” Other tracks, however, 
can be foot-stomping romps through 
the country backside a la Johnny 
Cash and Fleet Foxes. 
W h a t  m a k e s  i t awesome?
A mer ica na  out f it s  a  song 
or  ba nd  for  ba s ic a l l y  e ver y 
mood, whether you’re more in the 
laze-around-on-the-f ront-porch 
mindset, or you really want to rock 
out country style. Americana has 
also seen massive exposure on the 
mainstream circuit lately through hits 
from artists like the Avett Brothers, 
Deer Tick and Blitzen Trapper. 
Americana music experiments with 
various combinations of blues and 
rock while maintaining strong ties 
to a backwoods songwriting sound. 
Its artists also make for incredible 
l ive  shows f u l l  of  energ y and 
movement, and several artists 
have been featured at big-
t icket music fest ivals 
l ike Sasquatch! and 
Bonnaroo. Fast-paced 
or lulling, Americana 
is a world all its own, 
and a track by any of 
its artists will have you 
lost in the music and 
toe-tapping to the beat 
before too long.
The Best in the Biz:
D r i v e - B y 
Truckers: Well-
k now n  o n  t he 
local and national 
m u s i c  s c e n e , 
Drive-By Truckers 
are deep Southerners 
who came together in the late ’90s 
to deliver a message of rootsy rock 
through a blend of guitars and bass. 
The Truckers originally got their 
start in Athens, Ga., before signing 
to a major record label. Their sound 
holds qualities of multiple genres that 
identify strongly with both Southern 
rock and Americana. Their 
self-released double album 
“Southern Rock Opera,” 
dropped in 2001 to high 
praise f rom fans and 
cr it ics a l ike, tout ing 
their Lynyrd Skynyrd-
esque brand of rock as 
the next big th ing in 
music. Since then, the 
band has seen numerous 
lineup changes but has 
still enjoyed success 
on the tour circuit 
as well as through 
o t h e r  v a r i o u s 
album releases. 
Willie Nelson: 
A lmost everyone 
is familiar with this 
long-haired country 
boy from Texas, and he’s been an icon 
on the music scene since the late 1950s. 
Nelson has amassed fans across the 
globe, drawing in crowds from both 
the rock and country families to his 
homespun, easygoing sound. Nelson 
has even developed his own distinct 
brand of country music, labeled “outlaw 
country,” and has worked with other 
Americana greats like Waylon Jennings 
and K ris K ristof ferson. Nelson is 
known best for his jam-packed live 
shows that feature everything from his 
old-school classics to newer material. 
Nelson plays at various music festivals 
throughout the year and has performed 
and created a music video with rap icon 
Snoop Dogg. 
Where to get it:
Americana albums are available in 
almost every record store and can 
usually be found in their own section. 
However, rarities and odd cuts are more 
often found online with a little digging. 
 Winning. Tiger blood. Plan 
better. In a matter of weeks, 
Charlie Sheen has transformed 
these simple phrases into part 
of the Internet lexicon, and 
he’s done it in the face of what 
promises to be one of the most 
public celebrity legal battles 
since Conan O’Brien fought 
NBC.
L a s t  w e e k ,  S h e e n  w a s 
of f icial ly f ired f rom CBS’s 
hit comedy “Two and a Half 
Men” after the show had been 
placed on extended hiatus. 
Sheen has launched a wrongful 
termination case against the 
network and producer Chuck 
Lorre. 
This might seem like just 
another case of a washed-up 
celebrity trying to fight back 
and gain a little bit of a foothold 
on his way out, but Sheen has 
transformed himself from a 
troubled actor to a full-blown 
media sensation by f launting 
his eccentricities and asserting 
as boldly as he can that he has 
nothing to hide. 
The only problem is that he 
may actually be insane.
On a media blitz following 
the imposed hiatus of “Men” 
that included appearances on 
ABC’s “20/20,” Sheen spouted 
off an array of bizarre quotes: 
He has “tiger blood,” and he is 
a “warlock” and a “bi-winner.” 
Ju s t  over  25  hou r s  a f t e r 
launching his Twitter, he had 
one million followers.  
In the two weeks since, he’s 
gathered more than a million 
more followers, started and 
ended a bizarre video broadcast 
c a l led  “ Sheen’s  K or ner,” 
a n n o u n c e d  a  b o o k  ( t h e 
tentative title is “Apocalypse 
Me:  T he  Jaw s  o f  L i f e” ) , 
launched charliesheen.com and 
is planning a tour (“Charlie 
Sheen LI V E:  My V iolent 
Torpedo of Truth/Defeat Is 
Not an Option”) that sold out 
in 18 minutes, while TLC has 
announced plans to produce 
a documentary on the actor’s 
meltdown.  
Is it al l an act , a way for 
Sheen to f ight back against 
the networks by playing up a 
bipolar version of himself? If 
so, he’s certainly, as he would 
say, winning. In the midst of 
CBS’s potentially damaging 
lawsuit, he appears to have not 
broken a sweat and stood by his 
resolve that his personal life has 
never affected his contractual 
obligations, all while deciding 
to run with the attention and 
use social networking and the 
Internet as aggressively as he 
can.
The danger is that it’s more 
reality than performance, and 
while Sheen stands to make 
millions more than he stands to 
lose in his lawsuit with CBS, he 
could easily be riding into an 
alarmingly public suicide.
It ’s  more  da mag i ng  for 
reputable industry sources like 
The Hollywood Reporter to 
track Sheen’s every move. The 
Reporter’s website now has an 
entire section devoted to Sheen 
and has posted 10 stories since 
Friday about his act iv it ies. 
This harms its reputation by 
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Americana digs country’s musical roots
Alternative folk lives in artists 
Drive-By Truckers, Willie Nelson
Mary Cathryn Armstrong
MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Romain Blanquart / MCT Campus
Texan Americana legend Willie Nelson plays 
at the Rothbury music festival in Michigan.
Courtesy of swampland.com
Southern rockers Drive-By Truckers of Athens, Ga., have taken over the local and national music scenes with their Americana tunes.
Jimmy Gilmore
JGILMORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
“Ninety-nine percent of the world’s lovers are 
not with their fi rst choice. That’s what makes the 
jukebox play.” 
— Willie Nelson 




Charlie Sheen stars in CBS’s newly canceled “Two and a Half Men,” alongside Jon Cryer (left) and Angus T. Jones.
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reducing it to the kind of “story-getting” tactics most 
familiar to TMZ.
Even if Sheen’s meltdown is one of the month’s 
biggest bits of celebrity news — which it certainly 
is — it needs to be approached cautiously. Sheen has 
become a social networking innovator, blazing his way 
across Twitter and the Internet with such ferocity it’s 
hard not to follow and even admire him.
At the same time, those reporting on him need to 
keep their distance and remember that the dust hasn’t 
come close to settling. It’s going to be a long, very 
public battle, and The Hollywood Reporter and its 
brethren will have plenty of material to nab Internet 
traffi c with.
The bigger question: Is Charlie Sheen really a 
troubled, mentally ill actor who needs to retreat from 
his burning spotlight to seek medical attention, or has 
he constructed an elaborate, wacky façade? 
The answer determines whether he’s really winning 
or whether he’ll become a devastated loser. 
That’s Entertainment. 
SHEEN ● Continued from 7
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
Local songstress stays soulful on live release
Homegrown South Carolina artist Danielle 
Howle has branded hersel f  as  a s inger, 
songwriter, artist and actress. 
Touring the country with her soulful, 
acoustic Americana sound, Howle boasts a 
raw and unaffected talent that is only further 
showcased on her latest album, a collection of 
live recordings, “The Triangle Album.” 
The self-released record features 10 tracks 
that were recorded during live shows at small 
venues, mainly in the Midwest and along the 
East Coast. With some songs played for the 
f irst t ime on the album, the tracks unveil 
certain sincerity within Howle’s amazingly 
undiscovered vocals and rhythm.
Opening with “Dark, Like the Coat,” the 
song stays understated, carrying the tune on 
vocals alone, and slips into just as changing 
bouts of wordless vocals, marking Howle’s true 
talent. 
She also pays homage to her city, singing, 
“The gas lamps stand and stammer, the breeze 
as its banter / The moon leaks on the dark 
Charleston streets.”
Bringing in her acoustic guitar for “From the 
Tops of Trees” and “In Your House,” the live-
recorded album only continues to impress with 
an unwavering soul and captivating confi dence 
within her self-made music. 
The background of applauding audiences, 
occasional snapping and the clank ing of 
glasses adds to the authenticity of the whole 
production.
Howle, despite this latest low-budget live 
release, has produced several full-lengths on 
indie labels, including 2005’s “Thank You, 
Mark,” with Valley Entertainment, a small 
label based in New York City. 
The singer/songwriter’s fi rst album, which 
was released in 1995, was a set of live recordings 
from USC’s McKissick Museum, entitled “Live 
at McKissick Museum.” 
Currently, Howle is the “Artist in Residence” 
at Awendaw Green, a hub for local musicians 
near Charleston. 
A ll concerts at Awendaw are held in an 
old barn and are aimed to foster a musical 
community and network for up-and-coming 
artists. 
Aside from her musical career, Howle has 
also stepped into the acting scene, appearing 
on Lifetime’s “Army Wives” and upcoming 
fi lm “The Wise Kids.” 
Howle, who is preparing to record her fi rst 
jazz album, will be at The White Mule March 
20 with Angelo Gianni. 
Her new album “The Triangle Album,” 
which dropped March 1, is avai lable for 
purchase on her website daniellehowlemusic.
com. 
Charleston-based singer/songwriter
 Danielle Howle turns live tour recordings 
into self-produced “Triangle Album”
Chloe Gould
CGOULD@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
Gus Ruelas / The Associated Press
Sheen’s attorney Mark Gross talks to media after a weapons 
search warrant was issued for the star’s Los Angeles home.
@Visit uswww.dailygamecock.com
Comments on this story? 
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

















WHEN: 11 a.m. 










WHAT: Sigma Gamma 
Rho Cultural Stereotypes
WHEN: 6:30 p.m.






WHAT: ONE Carolina 
Chapter Meeting
WHEN: 8 p.m.
WHERE: RH 303 
TODAY
VELVET JONEZ W/ BEN G
8 p.m. doors / 9 p.m. 
show, $5
The House, 
2020 Devine St.  
“ANOTHER YEAR”
8:30 p.m., $6.50 students / 
$7.50 general
Nickelodeon Theatre, 
937 Main St. 
TOMORROW
“THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE”
11 a.m. to 5 p.m., $5 
students / $10 general
Columbia Museum of Art, 
1515 Main St. 
OPEN MIC W/ GREG RUE & NIKKI 
LEE
8 p.m., free
The White Mule, 
1530 Main St. 
ACROSS
1 One in charge
5 Ticketless rail rider












24 Home seller- and 
buyer’s shortterm loan
28 TV revue since ’75
29 Acting instructor’s
deg., perhaps
30 Start to knock?
34 Pop music’s Lady __
37 Surround securely
41 1929 women’s air
race, as dubbed by Will 
Rogers
44 Rail rider
45 1944 invasion city
46 Spot for a hoop
47 WWII espionage gp.
49 Oktoberfest cry





63 Absolut rival, for short
65 Summer shindig, and 
a hint to the starts of 17-, 
24-, 41- and 51- Across
68 Fruit served in balls
69 Way to store pix
70 Prepare for a shot

































32 Bygone intl. carrier
33 Jerk
35 Instinctive, as a feeling





40 Change, as one’s locks?
42 Elect to a Hall of
Fame, say
43 Nina of “Spartacus”
48 “What did I tell you?”
50 Disorderly mound
51 Women’s mag
52 Put into words
53 African virus
54 “Hop __”: Dr. Seuss 
book
55 ABC’s Arledge
56 High-fi ves, e.g.
57 Divided Austrian state
58 Joe’s “Midnight
Cowboy” pal




03/15/11Edited by Wayne Robert Williams













www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Columbia Charlotte Shuttle
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NBT’S “LOW DOUGH SHOW” W/ COMA CINEMA, 
THE DIRTY WHITE, SENSELESS BEATING, NEUR
7 p.m., $2 over 21 / $6 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
A RIES  Creat iv it y 
f lows today.  It ’s  t ime 
to leave your comfor t 
zone and take r isks in 
business and relationships. 
Question who you think 
y o u  a r e ,  a n d  i n v e n t 
something new.
TAURUS  Part of 
you wants to be social. Part 
of you wants to stay home 
and reminisce about the 
past. Perhaps you can do 
both. Be true to yourself.
G E M I N I 
To d a y  o f f e r s  m a n y 
possibilities in finances, 
l o v e  a nd  f r i e nd s h ip . 
C o m m u n i c a t i o n 
channels are open for 
breakthroughs. Conditions 
are favorable. Take a risk.
C A NCER  I t ’s  a 
perfect day for business 
a nd money dec i s ions . 
Be open to constructive 
criticism, both in the work 
place and in your love life. 
Appreciate your luck.
LEO  Go for it! You 
c a n  s e e  c le a r l y  now, 
and dreams inspire you 
for wa rd .  Sh a re  t hem 
with the world, and share 
them with your partner. 
Otherwise, it could be 
lonely at the top.
VIRGO Get plenty 
of rest. You may feel like 
you need some change. It 
will be revealed when and 
where you least expect it. 
Did you look under the 
sofa cushions?
LIBR A  You  have 
ever y t h i ng  goi ng  for 
you today. Work toward 
a passionate cause. Don’t 
forget to br ing others 
along for the ride (or the 
run). Choose wisely.
SCORPIO  Grow 
you r  ca reer  a nd you r 
c a p a c i t i e s .  P h y s i c a l 
exercise improves memory. 
Focus on what’s important 
to you. Run, walk or ride a 
mile, then use your brain.
SAGITTARIUS 
C l e a r  u p  m i s u n d e r -
standings, and ask for help 
if you need it. You have 
wi l l ing a l l ies close by. 
Create excitement with a 
new creative pursuit. Get 
others to play along.
C A PR ICOR N 
Honesty, tact and diplomacy 
are the skills to trot out 
now, in love, at work and 
at home. It’s a good day for 
business partnerships with 
clearly defi ned roles.
AQUARIUS Don’t 
be afraid to look in the 
mirror. Look deeper than 
your skin. Consider what’s 
most meaningful in your 
life, but don’t get lost there. 
Spring into action.
PISCES “Ask not what 
your country can do for you 
— ask what you can do for 
your country.” The words 
of JFK f it you perfectly 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































         
         



















One of the dangers of having a column is 
the ability to make predictions. Sometimes, 
you get it right. When that happens, three 
people at most remember. The vast majority 
of the time, though, you are horribly wrong 
and everyone comes out of the woodwork to 
remind you of such. 
The Waterloo of my sports 
prognosticating time here at 
this fi ne newspaper has been 
my affinity for Utah State 
once the NCAA Tournament 
rolls around. The past two 
years, I have written over a 
thousand combined words 
in two columns explaining 
why the Aggies would be 
the Cinderella of March 
Madness. 
Both times, I’ve looked like 
a fool. In 2009, I picked USU all the way to 
the Elite Eight. The Aggies lost in the fi rst 
round to Marquette by a point. Undaunted, 
I called for them to make a run to the Sweet 
16 last year. They then lost in the fi rst round 
to Texas A&M by 16 points in a game that 
wasn’t even as close as the score indicates.  
Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me 
twice, shame on me. Fool me three times? 
As the great American philosopher Vince 
McMahon would say, you’ve got no chance 
in hell. I’m done with Utah State. I wish the 
Aggies, a 12-seed in the Southeast Region, 
all the best, but 2011’s Cinderella will be ... 
Bucknell. 
The oldest basketball program in the 
nation, Bucknell has twice wreaked bracket 
havoc in the last seven years, upsetting 
Kansas as a 14-seed in 2005 and then 
Arkansas as a 9-seed in 2006. However, 
both times the Bison have failed to get over 
the hump in the second round. That will 
change this year. 
The seventh-best 3-point and third-best 
free throw shooting team in the nation, 
Bucknell has eight players shooting over 75 
percent from the free-throw line and four 
over 40 percent from behind the arc. They 
rebound well. They force turnovers. They 
can slow you down or speed you up. They 
score — an average of 70 points a game — 
and they defend, holding opponents to 63.4 
points on average. They’ve won 10 straight 
and 19 of their last 20.  
Simply put, the Bison have everything 
you need to make a run in March. 
They open with 3-seed UConn, the team 
of the moment. The Huskies have Madison 
Square Garden’s newest icon in Kemba 
Walker and just won an astounding five 
games in fi ve days to capture the Big East 
championship. 
But, UConn’s great run is conveniently 
masking that it a) fi nished ninth in the Big 
East, b) had lost four of fi ve games headed 
into the conference tournament and c) is 
very young, was never expected to be here 
and has a proclivity to become somewhat 
of a one-man band with a good deal of 
inconsistency behind Walker. 
Plus, recent history tel ls us when 
a middle-of-the-road team makes an 
improbable conference tournament run and 
suddenly becomes a trendy favorite, things 
don’t pan out. Maryland in 2004,  Syracuse 
in 2006,  Pittsburgh in 2008 — all won 
their conference tourneys in dramatic and 
surprising fashion. All also didn’t make it 
out of the fi rst weekend of the NCAAs. 
I see that happening again. Bucknell’s 
Bryan Cohen, a two-time Patriot League 
defensive player of the year, will lock down 
Walker and allow guys like Mike Muscala 
and Bryson Johnson to pick apart the 
rest of the Huskies behind a shockingly 
partisan Bison crowd (Bucknell’s campus 
in Lewisburg, Pa., is only about three or so 
hours from Washington D.C., the site of the 
game, and the school has already sold out its 
allotment of tickets). 
The script will be the same in the 
second round, either against an overrated 
Cincinnati team or a one-dimensional 
Missouri squad, sending the Bison home 
one of the only 16 teams left playing. The 
magic will end against San Diego State a few 
days later, but it’ll be a joyous exit. 
The Bison are going to the Sweet 16. You 
heard it here fi rst. 
Time to buck-le up, America. 
Ohio State entered the 2010-11 campaign facing lofty expectations and proceeded to 
live up to them all. After a nearly fl awless regular season and their second straight Big Ten 
title, the Buckeyes enter the tournament widely favored to win it all. To do that they’ll 
have to overcome arguably the toughest of the four regions. OSU should handle a young 
Kentucky team in the Sweet 16 but will be hard-pressed to take down Syracuse, who will 
reach the Elite Eight after upsetting North Carolina. The Buckeyes will be too much in 
the end, however, and should advance to another Final Four under coach Thad Matta. 
The Buckeyes are the most complete team in the nation and the favorite to win the 
national championship. They’ll have to earn their trip to the Final Four, though. The 
East is a brutal region and will be even more so if Clemson wins its play-in game tonight. 
Ohio State will have a heck of a time getting past Kentucky in the Sweet 16, but they 
will, facing Syracuse in the Elite Eight after the Orange upset 2-seed North Carolina . 
Jared Sullinger’s size and Jon Diebler’s shooting will break the Syracuse zone, sending the 
Buckeyes to Houston.
BIG DANCE BREAKDOWN
Everything is set for upstart Mountain West champion San Diego State, which has 
never won an NCAA Tournament game, to make a run. Its fi rst two games will be a 
cakewalk, and the second weekend shifts the Aztecs to Anaheim, a mere two hours from 
their campus. Things will get even better as surprise Bucknell, and not the Big East 
champion UConn Huskies, will be waiting in the Sweet 16. Despite a sterling 32-2 record, 
the Aztecs and coach Steve Fisher  will not be taken seriously unless they can reach at least 
the Elite Eight. They’ll get there, but no further, as defending national champion Duke 
will punch its ticket back to the Final Four.
On paper, all signs point to the Jayhawks winning this region. Many think KU will win 
the whole thing, in fact. But Notre Dame has a special team this year. The Fighting Irish 
have six seniors, including star guard Ben Hansbrough , and are oozing with experience 
after going through the wars in the Big East. They’ll take advantage of playing their fi rst 
two games in Notre Dame-obsessed Chicago and then take care of in-state rival Purdue 
in the Sweet 16, setting up a game with Kansas, which will cruise in its half of the bracket 
thanks to a Richmond upset of Louisville in the second round. Somehow, the Irish will 
fi nd a way.
The Southeast is the most open of the four regions, and many expect something 
unexpected to happen in it. How about a regional fi nal between two of the most enigmatic 
teams in the nation this season? Both the Spartans and Wildcats came into the year with 
Final Four and national championship aspirations, only to disappoint early before getting 
their acts together down the stretch. Now they fi nd themselves in a region where the top 
two seeds, Pittsburgh and Florida, both have fl aws. MSU will take out the Gators in the 
second round while K-State will upset Pitt in the Sweet 16, setting the stage for one of 
the two teams to make good on what was expected of them. In a toss-up, coaching is the 
deciding factor, and Tom Izzo’s is one of the game’s all-time greats at this time of year. 
Notre Dame coach Mike Brey was an assistant under Mike Krzyzewski at Duke from 
1987 until 1995 , when Brey accepted his fi rst head coaching job at Delaware. Between 
his time in Newark and South Bend, Brey has been to the Big Dance nine times but has 
never gotten past the Sweet 16. This senior-laden Irish team will carry him past Michigan 
State in the national semifi nals and all the way to Monday night, within 40 minutes of a 
national title. There, Brey will meet his mentor and the Blue Devils, who will upset Ohio 
State in an overtime thriller. In a game that goes down to the wire, the teacher comes out 
on top, as Duke wins its second straight national title and cuts down the nets. 
After losing two of its fi nal three games in the regular season, Duke propelled itself to a 
second-straight 1-seed with a dominant performance in the ACC Tournament. Returning 
to the finals will be no easy task, though. The Blue Devils will squeak by a streaky 
Tennessee team in the second round and will win another close one with Texas before 
taking on Kemba Walker and UConn in the regional fi nal. Behind the experience of Nolan 
Smith and Kyle Singler, however, Duke should power past the red-hot Huskies and earn a 
trip to Houston.
Notre Dame looked to be on track for its fi rst Big East title appearance when Louisville 
battled back from a 14-point defi cit to send the Irish packing. Both will meet again in the 
tourny, but this time the victory will belong to the folks of South Bend. After knocking 
out Texas A&M, the Irish will take it down to the wire with Purdue in the Sweet 16 but 
will outlast the Boilermakers to reach the regional fi nal. At the top of the bracket, the 
Cardinals will push by Vanderbilt before pulling off an upset over 1-seed Kansas, sending 
them to the Elite Eight for the fourth time since 2005. The toughness of Ben Hansbrough 
will prevail, however, as Notre Dame will avenge last week’s loss to clinch the Southwest.
The tournament hasn’t been friendly to Pittsburgh in recent years, and 2011 will be 
no different. The 1-seed Panthers will look sharp in the fi rst two rounds, but a Sweet 16 
matchup with Wisconsin will send their title hopes spiraling once again. Jon Leuer and 
Jordan Taylor will be too much for Pitt’s defense, sending the Badgers to their third Elite 
Eight. On the bottom half, Michigan State will reignite after a lackluster regular season. 
Behind Kalin Lucas, the Spartans will upset UCLA, Florida and St. John’s, setting up a 
matchup with Wisconsin in the regional fi nal. Coach Tom Izzo will come close to another 
Final Four bid, but the run will fall short against the experienced Badgers, who should 







The last time the No. 1 overall seed won it all, Ohio State was on the losing end. 
That won’t be the case this time. In spite of the Blue Devils’ experience, Jared Sullinger 
and the Buckeyes will prove to be too much to handle and should punch a ticket to the 
championship game. On the other side, the Irish will remain hot against Wisconsin, 
riding Hansbrough and Tim Abromaitis’ leadership to their fi rst tourney fi nal. The season 
has belonged to OSU, however, and the Big Dance will be no different. Notre Dame will 
stay close in the fi rst half, but the Buckeyes will pull away in the second, securing their 






Kratch: Forget Utah State — Th e slipper will fi t for upstart Bucknell Bison
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EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDING $250/dayNo exp nec.
Training available. 800-965-6520 x253
PT position ava. in upscale retail est. 
Clerical & retail. Must be honest, 
responsible & trustworthy, style 
conscious with good GPA. Varying 
hours M-F & Must be available Sat 
9-5. Fax resume to 799-0854 or email 
to eyes.r.us@hotmail.com
Need student from Georgetown area 
for babysitting for one week in July. 
Please call 397.6139 for more info. 
MOBILE WAITERS NEEDED - 
Immediate Interviews. FT or PT, make 
your own schedule, Avg. $10-$12 
per hour. Must have own vehicle, cell 
phone, GPS, be 18+. Call 888-334-9675 
ext. 0, go to www.d-d-i.com, or email 
resume to blatendresse@d-d-i.com
SERVICES
Math Tutor:The Expert 738.8956
Spanish tutor available for exam prep. 
926.3126
SEE WEBSITEFOR DETAILS
Visit by March 21 and enter to win
50% OFF HOUSING FOR A YEAR
*
* Visit and take a short property tour during business hours any time through March 21, 2011 to enter. No purchase 
 necessary.  New prospective student residents only; current University of South Carolina student ID required. Limit 
 one entry per visitor. $2,394 value, non-transferable but may be shared with roommates. Visit for full contest rules.
Share Curiosity.
Read Together.
www. read .gov
